Committed to Operate Responsibly

About Asian Trails
Founded in 1999, the Asian Trails Group has
grown to become Asia’s leading destination
management company with operations in 9
countries across East and Southeast Asia,
backed by representation offices across the
globe that offer support to our clients in their
respective location and time zone.
Dedicated to tailoring highly-personalized
experiences to discerned explorers, Asian
Trails captivates the essence of its Asia
through its own-managed destinations in
East and Southeast Asia.
Each project is carefully crafted and is an
example of the passion all of us have for
delivering a unique personality that matches
the requirements of today’s demanding
traveller.
At the core of all this, since we opened our
doors in 1999, remain the pillars of our
operation: technology, innovation,
sustainability with a human touch.

Our Sustainable Vision
Travel is an emotional experience, cherishing
new corners and venture into unknown
landscapes. Respecting this and giving back
to society has taken an important role in our
endeavours in leaving only footprints and
taking only memories.
Practices that have stood at the cradle of our
inception; practices that have been
interwoven in our operations and also are
pushed forward to our partners and within
the Asian Trails community - it is without this
strong sense of responsibility and
commitment not only with our eyes peeled
towards exceeding expectations.
We are fully committed to operate with the
future in mind: we are committed to present
something authentic for generations to come
and we feel very much inspired with what is
our playing ground in respecting the
community, the natural splendour and the
historical marvels in our Asia.

Our ESTEEM Approach

ESTEEM – a mission
Taking a sustainable approach towards
traveling through our destination has led to
the creation of the ESTEEM-principle; an
acronym that envelops experience options
that are beneficial for all aspects of nature,
culture, history, and the empowerment we
have to deliver outstanding travel
experiences to our customers.
The concept of a ‘better choice’ when seeing,
tasting and admiring our explorations added
an almost intangible value to our touring and
overnight options, while we monitor the
impact with local communities and
stakeholders across the Asian Trails Group.
We strongly believe in ESTEEM
•
•
•
•
•
•

Eat locally;
Stay eco-friendly;
Transport alternatively;
Experience meaningfully;
Empower viably;
Monitor continuously;

The socially entrepreneurial
approach

Culinary Educational
From philanthropists to the culinary savvy
with a blessed heart, numerous non-profit
initiatives have taken the ubiquitous food
culture into training and vocational centres
for the less-fortunate.
Carefully selected and known to bring
forward the next generation of passionate
chefs, service-minded waiters/waitresses,
and even seeing aspiring, hidden talent
flourish in continuing social enterprises,
Asian Trails has quite a number of local
eateries in its portfolio with a clear mission.
The assurance that money is well spent,
giving back to society is their prime goal,
and where the disadvantaged in the
community are given a fair chance to make it
on their own, are perfectly portrayed through
these restaurants and cooking schools.
•
•
•
•
•

KOTO Cooking Schools in Vietnam
Sala Bai in Siem Reap, Cambodia
Linkage in Yangon, Myanmar
Kaiphaen in Luang Prabang, Laos
Romdeng in Phnom Penh, Cambodia

Authentic Home-Cooking
Food connects people; it is one of the
cornerstones of exploring Asia to blend in the
flavours of truly authentic cuisine with
meeting the locals in a casual environment.
Home-cooking is where one does not only
get a true taste of our Asia: it’s a means for
families to showcase their gastronomical
talents with what’s in season.
Void of commercially driven enterprises,
sitting shoulder to shoulder with families in
their homes or out in the mountains and
jungle of versatile Asia, adding such stops
has made a positive impact for not only the
host family but for the whole community.
Ideal places to try this are
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Authentic Home Dining in Hue
Green School on Bali
Pantawan Cooking Class in Chiang Mai
Mahob organic Khmer cooking in Siem
Reap
Hutong cooking class in Beijing
Lunches in mountain villages
Street food tours across our Asia

Resorts with a purpose
Creating a responsible approach is a daily
practice for some of our chosen
accommodation. The measures taken to
instill simple yet environmentally friendly
guidelines in operating sustainable is almost
second nature for an ever-growing amount of
resorts and lodges.
Based on our internal criteria, Asian Trails
has teamed up with regional key players and
trend settings in taking topics such as
completely eliminating single-use plastics,
empowering the local community, use solar
power, and growing fresh produce as organic
as possible, heads on.
Our practices go further. We regular outline
our sustainable measures to our partners for
them to decrease activities that have a
negative impact on the environment.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Lak Tented Camp in Vietnam
Tamarind Home Village in Bagan
Smiling Gecko in Cambodia
Kamu Lodge in Northern Laos
Sukau Rainforest Lodge in Malaysia
Songtsam Lodges in Yunnan

CBT Projects
Often purposely set up to guide the lesserprivileged communities in finding sustainable
means to make an honest living,
Community-Based-Tourism (CBT) are
examples of a sprouting movement of
authentically-engrained overnight
experiences, away from the main tourism
routes.
These projects are regularly endorsed by
travel professionals and non-government
organisations with the aim to successfully
run homestay projects where a win-win
situation on a social and economic level is of
the essence.
It is all amount transcending cultural values
to visitors without losing the time-honoured
traditions of the homestay proprietors.
Responsible examples can be found in
•
•
•
•

Shinta Mani Wild in Cambodia
Doi Pu Mien in Chiang Mai
Kamu Lodge in Laos
Muntigunung villages in Bali

Decreasing the carbon footprint

Transportation choices
By effectively using our fleet of
transportation, Asian Trails has set out the
goal to minimize the carbon footprint per
traveler.

In addition, its diversity in means of
transportation allows the company to offer
more environmentally-friendly travel options
without losing the essentials of the
experience. The team regularly suggestions
alternative means of transportation to offer
sustainable alternatives.
Our recommendations are all in line with
keeping our mission to reduce carbon offset
to a very minimum.
Alternative means of transportation are
•
•
•
•
•
•

Bicycle
Public transport
Local ferry
Train
Joint transfer services
On foot

Asia explored sustainably
Carbon neutral transportation offers more
than just an ecological means in our quest to
show visitors our Asia; our colleagues across
East and Southeast Asia know that an
immersion via other means than the
standard air-conditioned ones increases the
overall experience and adds value to the
tour.
Blending a coach tour with a walking or
bicycle tour underlines our concept of blazing
new paths in travel. Moving from point A to
point B by either slow moving raft, a
leisurely hike through over hills and through
valets; take the subway from a nearby
starting point to one of your final city
destinations, or embrace the adventure of
our Asia through a wild-water rafting trip.
Taking in new perspectives from Asian Trails’
travel professionals increases the travellers’
peripheral view and assures that each
participant contributes our common goal with
peace on mind and comfort guaranteed.

An immersive experience

A Helping Hand helps
A passive approach to travel may be opted
when new worlds appear in front of one’s
eyes, where watching from a distance feels
the most comforting one. A secure one for
one, for the recipient it may work counterproductive.
Asian Trails’ tailored programs ventures
slowly away from this observe only approach
and gets deeper into the real experience. By
choosing handicraft shops, farms and
plantations, and family-run factories that are
not on the main tourism trail, we enhance
the experience with a more hands-on
approach and guarantee the authentic side of
travel.
The satisfaction levels when painting a
school, building a bridge, repairing a roof or
planting rice with a farmer are unique
opportunities where two worlds meet, share
and contribute to a better, more sustainable
learning experience.

Unforgettable moments
By adding off-the-beaten-track
enhancements without damaging the
untrodden paths, Asian Trails relies heavily
on the guidance of our ambassadors in the
field.
Our guides are experts in moving away from
the bucket lists, and add that touch of local
immersion from beginning until the end.
Translators, story tellers, and entertainers:
our multi-talented, professional guides wear
all kinds of hats yet share the common goal
to respect local customs, act responsibly
throughout the journey, and guide visitors
respectfully through the destination’s
encounters and traditions.
Ample examples are on hand that have
proven to be the success formula for creating
a more sustainably aware explorer.

Aiding Organizations and Projects

Giving back to society
Sharing is caring, and sharing a part of our
revenue is compliant with our aim in giving
back to communities, society and the lesser
privileged. Since our inception in 1999, Asian
Trails has been a driving force for numerous
non-government supported projects,
foundations and institutions for the
betterment of our next generation across our
Asia.
We are proud to be associated with
volunteers and non-profit organizations with
a mission to educate, aid and give those in
need the chance to make a positive
contribution to the world they are living in.
Extraordinary examples in our Asia that we
continue to provide much-needed financial
support are
•
•
•
•
•

The Duang Prateep Foundation, Thailand
Help the Blind, China
Mary Chapman’s School for the Deaf,
Myanmar
Vientiane Rescue, Laos
Saigon Children Charity, Vietnam

Fair trade initiatives in Asia
Preservation of the arts and crafts is often
overlooked when sustainable practices are
outlined.
For generations, communities and ethnic
minorities have cherished their treasured
skills in turning raw, locally sourced material
in fabric, durable household goods, art, and
jewellery. The non-commercial value of social
enterprises, where generation-long traditions
and techniques are transferred and kept,
remain founded on the principle of keeping
their art and craft alive and less for
commercial gain.
Textile production in the Vietnam highlands,
lacquerware production in Myanmar or
admiring the skilful crafts from one of the
selected social enterprises in Indonesia or
Laos, buying fair trade products direct the
right funds in keeping these admirable and
typical Asian handicrafts among us for
generations to come.

Reduce, Reuse, Recycle

From Desk to Dirt
Our team are constantly trained and
reminded about the concern of sustainability
and how to implement the best practices.
Committed to the mission of “Reduce, ReUse,
Recycle”, each office has created a road map
to ‘go green’.
From saving water, turn off the lights and
computers, recycle non-used material, and
assuring that paper usage is kept at a very
minimum are progressively becoming our
standard operational procedures.
Our path to spread the word of working
sustainably also reaches beyond our office
floor. Collaborating and educating
destinations, partners, suppliers and our
customers in joining forces with Asian Trails
have been cited as easily adaptable
practices. Asian Trails regularly inspects,
checks and measures each of its suppliers as
well adheres to re-educate where needed.
Know, understand, believe and act for a
better outlook of tomorrow tourism is what
we strive for.

Animal protection
Asian Trails continues to observe the
wellbeing of animals across its destinations
for a complete assessment of the actual
situation and the outlines of the Five
Freedoms of Animals.
Our teams on the ground audit
collaboratively sanctuaries, rehabilitation,
camps and enclosures of any kind in avoiding
recommending those who fail to respect the
welfare of animals.
Whether it’s about to elephant camps or
zoos, Asian Trails strongly encourages our
business partners and customers, to reevaluate their sales objectives and travel
wish list essentials by not including such
venues into their itineraries.
We are keen to provide objective advice to
our partners and customers, should this be
an essential part of your itinerary.

ESTEEM – An Asian Trails Initiative
ESTEEM is an Asian Trails concept, a way of designing our travel with better practices. For
further details and the list of alternative travel experiences that are available and feasible
throughout Asia, don’t hesitate to contact us for deeper discussion.
Equally, we will highly appreciate all your inputs and enquiries to propose us for a better
conscience of sustainability. If you like to get involved, we will help you to help.

Asian Trails
9th Floor, SG Tower,
161/1 Soi Mahadlek Luang 3 Rajdamri Road
Lumpini, Pathumwan
Bangkok 10330, Thailand
sustainable@asiantrails.travel
www.asiantrails.travel/responsible-travel/
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